
Goal 1

Market Increase

Goal 3

Expenditure

Increase

Goal 2

Destination Image

and Awareness

Setting Goals, Strategies & KPIs

Goal 4

Sustainable

Development

Goal 5

Vertical Segment

Engagement

Now it's your turn!

Choose your goal

and reflect on it.

Strategy:

Targeting specific

markets and increasing

visitations

PR and brand image; how

a destination is perceived

by its target audience

Driving sales within the

destination, through

partnerships with local

businesses, collaboration

with experience and

service providers. A focus

on expenditure over a

specified time period and

ROI.

Economical,

environmental, cultural

longevity, transport

systems, infrastructure,

employment, climate

change, green

destinations

Niche markets, niche

communities, targeting

specific markets

capitalising on events or

certain topics/interests,

need for personalised

campaigns and truly

customised visitor

experiences

Channels: Budget: Timeframe KPIs

Social media campaigns

– suggested

pages/products/services

etc using cookies

Doubled by

partnerships

Use influencer

channels

Use DMO Facebook

and Instagram accounts

to promote sustainable

development

Video content -

YouTube/IGTV

Partner websites

DMO website

After carrying out some research to

learn everything about the market you

want to target, you can then decide

to adopt different approaches and

strategies.

Pay-per-click &

Sponsored Posts
Influencers

PR
Seasonal

Campaigns

Events Partnerships

There are two main paths

and both can be followed:

Assess your

own channels

Reach out to a specific

audience via specific

channels [eg. Chinese

market and Wechat]

The budget can, of course, vary

according to the selected approach.

Can be scheduled in the short-term

and be really focused.

Site Traffic
Conversion

Rates

Mobile Traffic
Overnight

Bookings

Increase/decrease

of visitors per

different market

You can monitor different KPIs to

evaluate the success of your strategy:

Consider how you want your

destination to be perceived by your

audience; think about the message

you wish to convey and put it out as:

Campaign
Influencers

collaborations

SEO to drive

awareness through

online searches

Social Media

Reach

Sponsored Posts

The idea is to reach out to as many people

as possible, with the aim of increasing the

awareness about your brand and your

destination. If you really want to get out

there you can consider:

YouTube

advertisements,

where long-form

videos play a crucial

role in catching the

audience's attention

Social media

presence: Instagram

and Facebook,

where awareness is

increased and

people are inspired

The budget will include various social

media sponsored posts and ads, the

distribution and creation of video

content and any payment required for

the work with the influencer or content

creator.

Take into

account PPC

Ads

Consider costs

and timing for a

campaign

Can be built up in a short time can last

longer and be less focused.

Site Traffic
Organic & Paid

search

Organic & Paid

Engagement

Social Media

Reach

Mobile Traffic

You can monitor different KPIs to

evaluate the success of your strategy:

Think about how you can increase

expenditure, targeting people

already in the destination.

Recommendations

& Reviews

Personalised

experiences &

Booking System

Local

Influencers

Data Customising

Experience

Event Marketing
Automated

suggestions

Retargeting

Partnerships with

local businesses

& people

Use the channels to try to engage with

people in the destination: catch visitors'

attention with stories about local

businesses and people, provide visitors

with more information on the website.

Social media

channels such as

Instagram &

Facebook

Website with dedicated

pages with local

businesses,  produce

and experiences (eg.

Discounts, destination

card etc.)

It is useful to evaluate how expenditures

vary at various times of the year, for

example in different seasons. In this way,

a specif strategy can be applied at any

specific time across the year.
Sales Revenue

Cost Associated

per Lead

Acquistition

Conversion

Rates

Overnight

bookings

Cost per stay

You can monitor different KPIs to

evaluate the success of your strategy:

Experiment and consider the value

of ROI.

Set development goals to grow and

operate sustainably.

Tourism Pledge

Personalised

experiences &

Booking System

Promote

locally-based and

family-run industry

players

Encourage civic

pride & passion

about the

destination

Strategies focusing

on needs of local

communities

Local Influencers

& Content

Creators

Advertising as a

green destination

Green

Incentives &

Schemes

Many different channels to target the

interest of a specif segment of the market,

highly interested in sustainability.

Aid from local

government or

funds to hit

green targets

Sustainability involves the whole

community, industry and society: it

would be good to try and get

fundings for the sustainable

development of the destination.

Number of people

working in the

Tourism Industry

Percentage of

revenue invested

back into

community

CO2 emissions
United Nations'

SDG 2030

Environmental

impact of tourism

in the destination

You can monitor different KPIs to

evaluate the success of your strategy:

People signing

the pledge

This can be a long-term strategy, lasting

a decade or so, following other industry's

deadlines and goals.

Build a strategy to reach out to and

attract a defined segment of the

market with a specific interest.

Select the right

micro-Influencers

Research and

create Customer

Personas

Recommendations

"you may also like"

Collaborate with

local brand to

promote niche

concepts

Build separate

campaign and hero

content for certain

target audiences

Use events to

drive interest

Using data to

predict consumer

behaviour

Site Traffic
Conversion

Rates

Mobile Traffic
Online

Engagement

Increase/decrease

of visitors for niche

experiences

PPC and sponsored

posts based on user

interests – social

media

DMO website

Develop a

microsite for

Niche community

Social media with

the right

hashtags/highlights

It's good to develop channels specifically for

the niche community we aim to target. In

order to catch the attention of people with a

specific interest it would be great to build

stand-out content - e.g. YouTube Series

Developing a product for a specific

audience will require time, while the

campaign to target people can be

short-term and really focused

The budget will include various social

media sponsored posts and ads, the

distribution and creation of video

content and any payment required for

the work with influencers.

Product

Development

Budget

Marketing

Budget

You can monitor different KPIs to

evaluate the success of your strategy:
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